How to manage and minimise harm for people who are contemplating, currently using or wanting to stop non-prescribed steroid and other performance and image enhancing drug use
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Introduction/Issues: Despite becoming a growing patient group, most health professionals in Australia still have little knowledge on how to assess and manage patients who use non-prescribed anabolic androgenic steroids (AAS) and other performance and image enhancing drugs (PIEDs). The aim of this workshop is to increase knowledge on current best practices to assess and manage this patient group, and to treat and prevent associated health consequences as a result of a patient’s PIED use.

Method/Approach: The activities we run are based on the recently developed GP Guide to harm minimisation for patients using non-prescribed AAS and PIEDs, which is informed by an extensive literature review and the experience and knowledge of health professionals, consumers and other PIED experts. We also present findings of the PUSH! study which examined the experience of PIED-using patients attending GP clinics. PUSH! data was collected from 172 patients, from 9 clinics in 5 states and territories. Activities include an interactive quiz, motivational interviewing sessions, Q&A time and short talks.

Key Findings: We will reflect on who is using PIEDs in Australia; what drives them; reported adverse effects; what PIED-using patients look like; how to assess and manage patients using PIEDs; and harm reduction principles to consider when a patient is not ready to stop.

Discussions and Conclusions: People who use PIEDs and who seek medical help often do not obtain proper treatment, are declined care, and/or discriminated against. This workshop therefore forms a valuable contribution to the field of alcohol and other drug training and education with the aim to improve health professionals’ knowledge and engagement of PIED-using patients.

Implications for Practice or Policy: The purpose of this workshop is to increase health professionals’ confidence and capacity to manage and minimise harm for people who are contemplating, currently using or wanting to stop PIED use.
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